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Abstract: - Trust has been recognized as an important factor for a component software platform. Inside the 

platform, trust can be controlled according to its evaluation result. Special control modes can be applied into 

the software platform in order to ensure a trustworthy system. In this paper, we present a methodology for trust 

control mode prediction and selection in order to support autonomic platform trust management. The 

methodology is based on a Fuzzy Cognitive Map. It includes such concepts as the trustworthiness of a 

platform entity, quality attributes of the entity and a number of control modes supported by the platform in 

order to ensure the trustworthiness of the entity. The simulation results show this method is effective for 

predicting and selecting the feasible control modes for a trustworthy platform. It could also help improving the 

control mode configurations, especially when there is no solution available from the prediction. In addition, 

we propose a couple of strategies for implementing this methodology. 
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1   Introduction 
The growing importance of software in the domain 

of mobile systems introduces special requirements 

on trust due to the nature of applications they 

provide. In particular when the software is 

component based and varies due to components 

joining and leaving the system. However, the lack of 

a trustworthy software platform could be the main 

reason that retards the further development of 

mobile applications and services. 

From a system point of view, trust is the 

assessment of a trustor on how well the observed 

behavior (quality attributes) of a trustee meets the 

trustor’s own standards for an intended purpose [1]. 

From this, the critical characteristics of trust can be 

summarized, it is: subjective, different for each 

individual in a certain situation; and dynamic, 

sensitive to change due to the influence of many 

factors. Therefore, we need a proper mechanism to 

support autonomic trust management not only on 

trust establishment, but also on trust sustaining. 

A number of trusted computing and management 

work have been conducted in the literature and 

industry. For example, TCG (Trusted Computing 

Group) aims to build up a trusted computing device 

on the basis of a secure hardware chip [2-6]. Some 

of trust management systems focus on protocols for 

establishing trust in a particular context, generally 

related to security requirements. Others make use of 

a trust policy language to allow the trustor to specify 

the criteria for a trustee to be considered trustworthy 

[7]. However, the focus of the security aspect of 

trust tends to assume that the other non-functional 

requirements [8], such as availability and reliability, 

have already been addressed. 

Recently, many mechanisms and methodologies 

are developed for supporting trusted 

communications and collaborations among 

computing nodes in a distributed system (e.g. Ad 

Hoc Networks, P2P systems and GRID computing 

systems) [9-12]. These methodologies are based on 

digital modeling of trust for trust evaluation and 

management. We found that these methods are not 

very feasible for supporting the trust of a device 

software platform. 

Regarding software engineering, trust has been 

recognized as an important factor for the component 

software platform. A couple of interesting models 

have been proposed to ensure the quality of 

component services at runtime and protect the users 

[13-15]. However, we found that the trust model 

proposed in [13, 14] mainly focuses on the runtime 

component configuration support, while the model 

in [15] aims to prevent that a component user sends 

wrong reports resulting in a bad trust value of the 

component, especially at component download time. 

We argue that trust can be controlled according to its 

evaluation result. Special control modes can be 

applied into the software platform in order to ensure 

a trustworthy system. 

The work presented in this paper is conducted in 

EU ITEA Trust4All project. This project aims to 

build up trustworthy middleware architecture to 



support easy and late integration of software from 

multiple suppliers and still have dependable and 

secure operation of the resulting system. The focus 

of this paper is to propose a methodology for trust 

control mode prediction and selection targeting to 

support autonomic trust management.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 

Section 2 specifies the requirements of platform 

trust management. Section 3 presents the trust 

control model and an algorithm used for the trust 

control mode prediction and selection. Section 4 

reports our simulation results. Section 5 discusses 

implementation strategies for deploying this 

methodology into the Trust4All platform. Finally, 

conclusions and future work are presented in Section 

6. 

 

 

2   Platform Trust Management 
As defined in [7], trust management is concerned 

with: collecting the information required to make a 

trust relationship decision; evaluating the criteria 

related to the trust relationship as well as monitoring 

and reevaluating existing trust relationships; and 

automating the process. We think extension is 

needed in order to provide software platform trust. 

We proposed in [16] that autonomic trust 

management includes four aspects: 

- Trust establishment: the process for 

establishing a trust relationship between a trustor 

and a trustee. 

- Trust monitoring: the trustor or its delegate 

monitors the performance of the trustee. The 

monitoring process aims to collect useful evidence 

for the trust assessment. 

- Trust assessment: the process for evaluating the 

trustworthiness of the trustee by the trustor or its 

delegate. The trustor assesses the current trust 

relationship and decides if this relationship is 

changed. If it is changed, the trustor will make 

decision which measure should be taken. 

- Trust control and re-establishment: if the trust 

relationship will be broken or is broken, the trustor 

will find reasons and take corresponding measures 

to control or re-establish the trust. 

A number of requirements can be summarized in 

order to support autonomic platform trust 

management. Firstly, for urgent and trust priority 

high service request, the device should handle it 

adaptively. This can be solved by system 

architecture design to support the collaboration 

between trust management framework and resource 

management framework through component trust 

modeling. Secondly, for trust crash, the device 

should react adaptively as expected within some 

limited time. Trust evaluation based detection and 

assessment on selected control modes can be applied 

to solve this issue. Finally, the platform should be 

intelligent for trust management. ‘Which trust 

control mechanism is good for improving which 

quality attributes in what kind of context’ should be 

well addressed. The trust control modes should be 

predicted for selection and deployment.  

In [16], we proposed autonomic trust 

management architecture for component software 

platform and applied Subjective Logic (SL) to 

implement the trust evaluation and control mode 

assessment in order to fulfill the first two 

requirements. Herein, we present a methodology for 

trust control mode prediction and selection based on 

a Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) in order to address 

the third requirement [17].  

 

 

3   Control Mode Prediction and 

Selection 
 

3.1   Factors related to platform trust 

 

Figure 1: Factors related to platform trust 

The component software platform is composed of a 

number of entities, e.g. a component (composition 

of components), an application, a sub-system and 

the whole platform system. The trustworthiness of a 

platform entity depends on a number of quality 

attributes of this entity. The quality attributes can be 

the entity properties (e.g. security, availability and 

reliability) and recommendations or reputations 

regarding this entity. The decision or evaluation of 

trust is conducted based on the trustor (e.g. a 

platform user or his/her delegate)’s subjective policy 

and the trustee entity’s quality attributes, as well as 

influenced by the context. The context specifies any 

information that can be used to characterize the 

situation of the trustee entity. The quality attributes 

of the platform entities can be controlled or 

improved by applying a number of trust control 



mechanisms. The relationships of those factors 

related to platform trust are illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

3.2   Trust control modeling 

Considering a platform entity’s trustworthiness, it is 

influenced by a number of quality attributes 

),...,1( niQA
i

= . These quality attributes are ensured 

or controlled through a number of control modes 

supported by the platform system ),...,1( mjC
j

= . A 

control mode contains a number of control 

mechanisms or operations, e.g. encryption, 

duplication of process, man-in-middle solution, etc. 

It can be treated as a special configuration of trust 

management that can be provided by the system.  

The trustworthiness value can be described as: 
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w  is a weight that indicates the 

importance rate of the quality attribute 
i
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regarding how much this quality attribute is 

considered at the trust decision or evaluation. 
i

w  can 

be decided based on the trustor’s policy. The value 

of the quality attribute is denoted by 
iQA

V . It can be 

calculated according to the following formula: 
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B  are the selection factors of the control 

mode 
j

C , which can be either 1 if 
j

C  is applied or 0 

if 
j

C  is not applied.  

The value of the control mode can be calculated 

using ( )old

CCC jjj

VBTfV +⋅= , where 
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current system configurations about which control 

modes are applied. Note that [ ]1,0,, ∈TVV
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addition, old
TTT −=∆  stands for the change of 

trustworthiness value. old
T , old

QAi

V  and old

C j

V  are old 

value of T , 
iQA

V , and 
jC

V , respectively. 

The above modeling can also be described as a 

graphical illustration FCM, as shown in Figure 2. It 

is a signed directed graph with feedback, consisting 

of nodes and weighted arcs. Nodes of the graph 

stand for the concepts in the system and they are 

connected by signed and weighted arcs representing 

the causal relationships that exist between the 

concepts. In Figure 2, there are three-layer concept 

nodes in the graph. The node in the top layer is the 

trustworthiness of the platform entity. The nodes 

located in the middle layer are the quality attributes 

of the entity, which has direct influence on the 

entity’s trustworthiness. The nodes at the bottom 

layer are control modes that could be supported and 

applied inside the system. These control modes can 

control and thus improve the quality attributes. 

Therefore, they have indirect influence on the 

trustworthiness of the entity. 
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Figure 2: Graphical modeling of trust control  

 

3.3   Algorithm 
The control modes are predicted through evaluating 

all possible modes and their compositions based on 

the following algorithm.  

 
- For every composition of control modes 
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- Compare 
iQA

V  and T  for different 

control mode compositions, select a 

composition whose 
iQA

V  and T  pass the 

threshold tr .  

 

Herein, threshold ( tr ) is the average of trust value 

k
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can be expressed by the control mode selection 

factors 
jC

B , which represents which control mode is 

selected and applied in the system. δ  is the accepted 

change of the trustworthiness value. 

 



 

4   Simulations 
The first simulation is based on a practical example, 

as shown in Figure 3. The trustworthiness of the 

platform is influenced by three quality attributes: 

1
QA  - Security; 

2
QA  - Availability; 

3
QA  - 

Reliability, with important rates 4.0
1

=w , 3.0
2

=w , 

and 3.0
3

=w , respectively. There are three control 

modes that could be provided by the system: 

• 
1

C : security mode 1 with strong encryption, 

but medium negative influence on 

availability. 

• 
2

C : security mode 2 with light encryption 

and light negative influence on availability 

• 
3

C : fault management mode with positive 

improvement on availability and reliability. 

 

Figure 3: FCM of simulation 1 

The influence of each control mode to the quality 

attributes is specified by the arc weights. The values 

in the square boxes are initial values of the concept 

nodes. In practice, the initial value can be set as 

asserted one or expected one, which can be specified 

in the system trust policy profile. 

 

Figure 4: Simulation 1 results (
2

1
=α  and 

)0001.0=δ  

The simulation results are shown in Figure 4. In 

this case, there are seven control mode 

compositions. 

- 
1

S : 
1

C  is applied, i.e. 0;0;1
321

===
CCC

BBB ; 

- 
2

S : 
2

C  is applied, i.e. 0;1;0
321

===
CCC

BBB ; 

- 
3

S : 
3

C  is applied, i.e. 1;0;0
321

===
CCC

BBB ; 

- 
4

S : 
1

C  and 
3

C  are applied, i.e. 

1;0;1
321

===
CCC

BBB ; 

- 
5

S : 
2

C  and 
3

C  are applied, i.e. 

1;1;0
321

===
CCC

BBB ; 

- 
6

S : 
1

C  and 
2

C  are applied, i.e. 

0;1;1
321

===
CCC

BBB ; 

- 
7

S : 
1

C , 
2

C  and 
3

C  are applied, i.e. 

1;1;1
321

===
CCC

BBB ; 

We can see that 
5

S  (the composition of 
2

C  and 

3
C ) is the best choice since both the quality attribute 

values and the trustworthiness value are above the 

threshold.  

Based on our simulations, we also found that the 

initial values of concept nodes have no influence on 

the simulation results. The importance rates have 

impact on the final values of trustworthiness, thus 

influence the control mode prediction and selection 

since the threshold for selection is based on the 

trustworthiness values. In addition, the prediction 

results could also help optimize the configurations 

of the control modes. This is because the prediction 

results indicate the values of quality attributes. If 

some value of a quality attribute is below the 

threshold, the platform need configure the control 

mode to have more positive influence on this quality 

attribute. This is very useful if there is no any choice 

available from the control mode prediction. 

 
 

Figure 5: FCM of simulation 2 

The second simulation is aiming to seek clue to 

improve the control mode’s impact on some special 

quality attribute. The FCM of the second simulation 

is shown in Figure 5. As can be seen from the 

prediction results in Figure 6, there is no any 



suitable solution. But we found that 
4

S  (the 

composition of 
1

C  and 
3

C ) is the best except that 

2QA
V  is a little bit below the threshold tr . We try to 

improve 
3

C ’s impact on 
2

QA  by increasing the 

influence factor 
32

cw  from 0.5 to 0.6. The new 

prediction results show that 
4

S  becomes a feasible 

solution, as shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 6: Simulation 2 results (
2

1
=α  and 

)0001.0=δ  

 

 

Figure 7: Simulation 2 results after increasing 
32

cw  

from 0.5 to 0.6 (
2

1
=α  and )0001.0=δ  

 

 

5   Implementation Strategies 
Special issues should be considered for the 

methodology implementation on the Trust4All 

platform [18]. We outline some strategies in this 

section.  

 

5.1   Resource consideration 
For some devices with limited resources, we should 

add additional checking steps in the implementation 

regarding resource management. Two checks are 

needed. One is conducted before running the 

prediction functions in order to find all possibly 

supported control modes. The other check is needed 

after the prediction in order to ensure the resources 

required by the selected control modes can be 

satisfied by the system. If not, we need to select 

second best solution. In the first simulation case, it 

could be 
4

S . Otherwise, the system will raise 

warning. 

 

5.2   Model optimization 
The model for trust control can be dynamically 

maintained and optimized in order to make it 

context-aware. In Trust4All platform, we apply 

observation based trust evaluation, which can play 

the basis for the control mode assessment [16]. If 

trust value is below threshold, increase the negative 

point of applied control modes; else, increase the 

positive point of applied control modes. We further 

calculate the trust value of applied control modes. If 

the trust value of applied control mode is below 

threshold, switch it off. 

In addition, the arc weights 
ji

cw  can be further 

adjusted based on the following scheme in order to 

make it match real context. Herein, we use 

monitorV
iQA
_  and predictV

iQA
_  to stand for 

iQA
V  

generated based on real system monitoring and by 

prediction, respectively. ω  is a unit deduction 

factor and suppose 
j

C  with 
ji

cw  is currently applied 

in the system. σ  is the accepted error between 

monitorV
iQA
_  and predictV

iQA
_ . 

1 While σ>− predictVmonitorV
ii QAQA
__ , 

do 

1.1 If predictVmonitorV
ii QAQA
__ < , 

ω−=
jiji

cwcw ; Else, 

ω+=
jiji

cwcw  

1.2 Run the control mode 
prediction function and get a 
new selection S 

2 If 
old

SS ≠ , apply S; go to 1. 

3 If S is not existed, raise warning. 

 

5.3   Implementation 
The function of the trust control mode prediction 

and selection has been designed as a number of 

system components in the Trust4All middleware 

platform [18]. The model used for the trust control 

mode prediction and selection is described by XML 

files. These XML files can be dynamically 

maintained according to the real system context. For 

example, new control modes can be added and 



ineffective ones can be removed. The parameters of 

the model (e.g. 
ji

cw ) can be adjusted based on the 

real system behavior. We initialize the trust control 

mode prediction and selection via parsing the above 

XML files. The following interfaces are designed 

for the Trust4All implementation. 
• ControlGraph Initialize_ControlGraph 

(File* controlmodedescription); 

• PredictionResult 
ControlMode_Prediction (ControlGraph 
cgraph); 

• Int[] ControlMode_Selection 
(PredictionResult presult); 

• ControlModeEvaluationResult 
ControlModeEvaluation (Opinion 
trustvalue, Opinion[] QAValues, 
int[] appliedcontrolmode, Context 
currentcontext); 

• ControlGraph  
ControlMode_Weights_Change 
(ControlModeEvaluationResult 
cmevaluateresult, PredictionResult 
presult); 

• Save_ControlGraph(ControlGraph 
cGraph, Context ct, File* 
controlmodedescription); 

 

 

6   Conclusions 
This paper proposed a methodology for the trust 

control mode prediction and selection aiming at 

autonomic platform trust management. We made use 

of the Fuzzy Cognitive Map to model the 

relationships among the trust control modes, the 

quality attributes of the platform entity and its 

trustworthiness. Based on this model, we proposed 

an algorithm to conduct the control mode 

predication and selection. The simulation results 

show this method is effective for predicting and 

selecting the suitable trust control modes for the 

system. It also helps improving the control mode 

configurations, especially when there is no solution 

from the prediction. In addition, this method is 

flexible to support any system entity’s autonomic 

trust management. The system entity can be a 

system component, a sub-system or the whole 

system. Furthermore, we discussed the strategies for 

the methodology implementation on the Trust4All 

middleware platform. 

For future work, we will further prove and 

optimize our algorithms based on the 

implementation, especially the context-aware 

adjustment of the trust control model at the system 

runtime. 
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